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AN INEQUALITY FOR PRODUCTS OF POLYNOMIALS
BRUCE REZNICK
(Communicatedby Palle E. T. Jorgensen)
Beauzamy,Bombieri, Enflo, and Montgomeryrecently established
an inequality for the coefficientsof products of homogeneous polynomials in
several variableswith complex coefficients(forms). We give this inequality an
alternativeinterpretation:let f be a form of degree m, let f(D) denote the
associated mth orderdifferentialoperator,and define IIfI by If 112= f(D)f.
Then lIpqll> IIPII
liqll for all forms p and q, regardlessof degree or number
= IIPII
of variables. Our principal result is that flpql1
lIqIif and only if, after
a unitarychange of variables, p and q are forms in disjoint sets of variables.
This is achieved via an explicit formula for flpq112in terms of the coefficients
of p and q.
ABSTRACT.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Beauzamy, Bombieri, Enflo, and Montgomery [1, Theorem 1.2]
established an inequality for the coefficients of products of homogeneous polynomials with complex coefficients (forms). They defined a norm [P]2 on forms
(see (2.13)) and showed that if p and q are forms in n variableswith degrees
d and e, respectively, then
(1.1)

[pq]2 >~~~(de!)1/
>
[pq]2
((d + e)!)1/2 [P]2[q]2.

They remarkedthat (1.1) holds independently of the number of variables. It is
trivial to observe that if we set
(1.2)
llf lI= ((deg f )!)"/2[f ]2
then (1.1) becomes an inequality that holds for forms independently of both
the number of variables,and the degree:
(1.3)

llpqll > IIPIIllqll.

In this paper, we shall give a less contrived definition of 11 and study the case
of equality in (1.3).
In ?2 we discuss the vector spaces of forms of fixed degree in a fixed number
of variables. For a form f of degree d, let f(D) be the associated dth order
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differentialoperator. We show that If 112= f(D)f, and if f and g are related
.
by a unitary change of variables then IIfII= uIgII
We say that two forms p
paper.
of
this
result
new
main
the
prove
In ?3 we
change of variables,
a
(linear)
if,
after
unitary
disjoint"
and q are "unitarily
they depend on disjoint sets of variables. Equivalently, p and q are unitarily
disjoint if there exists an orthogonal decomposition C(n= A e B so that, for all
x, Vp(x) E A and Vq(x) E B.

MainTheorem.Let p and q beforms. Then lIpqII= IIPII
IIqII if and only if p
and q are unitarily disjoint.
Beauzamy [2] showed (using combinatorial identities) that (1.1) (and therefore (1.3) aswell) is sharp for p(xi, x2) = (xI+x2)d and q(xi, x2) = (xI-x2)d.

The main theorem implies that the only such examples among binaryforms have
the shape p(xi, x2) = A(ax, + l3x2)d and q(xl, x2) = 4u(,6xl - ZVX2)efor com-

plex numbers A, ,u, a, and fl and integers d and e. (Two of Beauzamy's
students, J.-L. Frot and C. Millour (see [3]), also proved the main theorem very
recently, using the multilinear approach of [1, 2]. Their proof and ours are
substantiallydifferent.)
Our proof of the main theorem relies on an explicit and complicated formula
inspired by a reading of [1], that leads immediately to an indepenfor IIpq112,
dent proof of (1.3). We give a combinatorial proof of this product formula in
?4. Section 5 contains some implications of the formula and possible areas of
future work.
2.

THE VECTOR SPACE OF n-ARY

d-IC FORMS

The contents of this section are very similar to parts of [5], in which attention
is restricted to real forms.
Fix n > 2 and d > 1 , and let 9n, d denote the vector space of homogeneous
polynomials p (xI, ... , xn) of degree d. We write the elements of n, d as
follows. Let Jf(n, d) denote the index set for the monomials:
(2.1)

J(n, d) =

i = (i,

< ir E Z,

in):

ir = d}

(Here and throughout the paper, a sum or product on r shall run from 1 to
n.) For i E Jf(n, d) and an n-tuple x of indeterminates, we write xi for
Hlrxr , and for i E ,J(n, d) we define the multinomial coefficient
(2.2)

c(i) = d!/

fi ir!.
r

A typical element p of in, d is written
(2.3)

p(x) =

E

c(i)a(p; i)xi,

iEJ(d)

where a(p; i) E C and >f(d) is short for Jf(n, d) in sums, here and throughout.
We also define a complex inner product on i d, whose roots go back to
nineteenth century projective geometry, and which has been used sporadically
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in the twentieth century (see, e.g., [4-6]). For p, q E n
(2.4)

[p, q]

j

=
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let

c(i)a(p; i)a(q; i).

iEJ(d)

Among several interesting properties of [, *] is the way in which it is a reproducing kernel. For a E Cn, define (a-.)dE 9n,d by
(2.5)

(a )d(x) = (a . x)d

(

=

arxr)

=

/

r

E

c(i)a'x',

iEJ(d)

the last identity being the multinomial theorem. Then for p E gn d

[p, (a)')d] =

(2.6)

Z

c(i)a(p; i)a' = p

iEJ(d)

Every p E n, d defines a dth orderdifferentialoperator. Let Di = (a/lx,)i
d), and define

*(a(/OxXn)in for i E J(n,

p(D) = 1

(2.7)

c(i)a(p; i)D'.

iEJ(d)

Thenfor q E n ,d,
(2.8)

c(i)c(i')a(p; i)a(q; i')D'xi

p(D)4
i, i EJ(d)

If ir > ir for any index r, then Dixi = 0; since Er ir = Zr'
,rr
~
r ~

= d it follows

that Dixi :$ 0 if and only if i = i'. Since Dixi = flr(ir)! = d!/c(i),

(2.9)

p(D)F = d!

j

we have

c(i)a(p; i)a(q; i) = d![p, q].

iEJ(d)

The inner product has a useful contravariantproperty,which is proved using
a familiar folklore result. Suppose P E n, d and M is an n x n complex
matrix. View x as a column vector and define p o M by
(2.10)

(p o M)(x) =p(Mx),

so (p o MI) o M2 = p o (M2MI). If p

=

(at)d,

then p o M = (aM.)d,

where

a E C'nis viewed as a row vector.
Lemma 2.11 (see [5, Proposition 2.7]). For all n and d,
7n,d = span{(a.)d: a E Cn}.
Proof. If p E span{(a.)d: a E Cn}l then, by (2.6), p(a) = 0 for all a E C'n,
hence p = O. 01

It follows from this lemma that there exists a "basic set of nodes": {ak: 1 <
k < IJ'(n, d)I} c Cn so that {(ak .)d } spans n, d Althoughwe shall not need
it here, Jf(n, d) itself is a basic set of nodes (see [5, Proposition 2.1 1]).
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Theorem 2.12 (see [5, Theorem 2.15]). Suppose p, q E 9,d,

and M is a

complex n x n matrix with adjoint M*. Then [p o M, q] = [p, q o M*].
In particular, if M is unitary then [p o M, q o M] = [p, (q o M) o M*] =
[p, qoM*M] = [p, q].
Proof. By linearity and the last lemma, it suffices to prove that [p o M, q] =
[p, qoM*] when p and q are dth powers. By (2.6), [(a.)d, (f8.)d] = (E arl8r)d
= (a, 8)d, where (., *) is the usual Cn inner product. Thus, if p = (a.)d and
= (a, fM*)d
= (aM, f)d
=
q = (/J.)d, then [p o M, q] = [(aM.)d,(f.)d]

[p, qoM*].

C1

This theorem can also be proved by establishing it first for p = xi and
q = xi'; the resulting calculation is somewhat more involved.
In [1, Introduction]the norms [P]r, 1 < r < oo, are defined as
(2.13)

[p]r =

c(i)la(p; i)jr.

c(i)l-rlc(i)a(p; i)jr =
iEJ(d)

iEJ(d)

We see from (2.4) and (2.13) that [p]2 = [p, p], and from (1.2) and (2.9) that
lIP112= D(p)- = d![p]2
= Ilp? Mlt.
Corollary2.14. If P E n,d and M is unitary, then IIPII
= d![p, p] = d![p o M, p o M] = Ijp? M112 by Theorem
Proof. We have 11p112
2.12. o
We conclude this section with some remarks about p o M. Suppose M =
[mij] and let xJ = r mjrxr . Then, by (2.10),
(2.15)

(p o M)(Xl,

Xn) = P(X1 *

n)

which is not, strictly speaking, a change of variables for p. However, if M is
unitary and xj = Er mrjxr, then (2.15) inverts to

(2.16)

P(X,
3.

Xn) = (p 0 M)(Xl, ...,

"*).

THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM

We say that P E n, d and q E 7n,e are unitarily disjoint if there exists a
unitary matrix M and 1 < t < n so that p o M is a form in xI, ..., xt and
q o M is a form in xt+I, . .. , xn . We see by (2.16) that this is equivalent to p
x*}, ...,
and q being forms in {xl, ..., x7} and {x7*+,
respectively.
Lemma 3.1. Theforms p and q are unitarily disjoint if and only if there is an
orthogonaldecomposition C'n = A D B such that, for all x E C'n, Vp(X) e A
and Vq(x)EB.
Proof. Supposethat p and q are unitarilydisjoint and M is the unitarymatrix
of the definition. For 1 < r < n, let Dr = 9/9xr, so that Dr(q o M) = 0 for
1 < r < t and Dr(p oM) = 0 for t +l < r < n by hypothesis. Let mr denote
the rth column of M. Then (2.15) implies that Dr(f a M) = (mr, Vf) . Thus
the desired decomposition of C'n occurs with A = span{mi, ... , mTh}and
Conversely, if such a decomposition exists, we may
construct M, as above, out of orthonormalbases for A and B. oi

B

=

span{Mt+I,

..

.

hnI} .

One direction of the proof of the main theorem is now easily established.
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Theorem 3.2. Suppose p E Yn, d and q E 9,e and p and q are unitarily
disjoint.Then Ilpqll= IIPI
1llq11.
Proof. By Corollary2.14, we may assume without loss of generalitythat p and
q already involve disjoint sets of variables. To emphasize this point, we write
p = p(x), q = q(y) and p(D) = p(Dx), q(D) = q(Dy). We have
pq(D) = E

(3.3)

c(i)c(j)a(p; i)a(q; j)DxDy>

E

iE.Y(d) jE-Y(e)

c(i')c(j')a(p; i')a(q; jI)xiy J.

pq=

(3.4)

i' e.Y(d) j' EJf(e)

Sincethe variablesaredisjoint, DiDyxi y' = {DIx"
}{DIyI' }, whichvanishes
=
=
. Thus
when
it
unless i i' and j j',
equals {fJr(ir)!}{JIr(jr)!}
pq(D)pq

lpq112

E

E

iE&(d) jiEJ(e)

(5

i)12Ja(q;j)12
]J(ir)! JI(jr)!C(i)2C(j)2Ia(p;
r
r

d!c(i)la(p;i)12}

{E

-

}

jE-F(e)

iE-9(d )
-

e!c(j)la(q; j)j2

{je

jpj2lljq11j2.E

in
The proof of the converse is based on Formula 3.7, which gives J1pqjJ2
terms of p and q; we also obtain an independent proof of (1.3). We defer the
proof of Formula 3.7 to the next section.
We shall need some notation. Suppose P E , d and q E , e, and suppose
O< k < min(d, e) . For a E J(n, d - k) and fl EJ(n, e - k), define
(3.6)

Ak(P,q;a,fl)=

c(y)a(p;ae+y)a(q;fl+y).

S
yE.J(k)

We make some observations about Ak. If k = 0, then y = (0

...,

0) is the

only term in the sum and c(y) = 1, so Ao(p, q; a, f1) = a(p; a)a(q; /3). If
d = e = k, then a and ,B must be (O, ..., 0) and Ak(p, q; O, O) = [p, q].
We shall see in Lemma 3.13 that Al (p, q; a, fi) is closely related to Vp and
Vq.
Formula3.7. Suppose P E

(3.8) llpqIJ2 =d!e!5
k

,d

(d)()

and q E 9n, e . Then

5

5

c(a)c(fi)IAk(p, q; a, fi)I2,

aE.J(d-k) fElJ(e-k)

where the sum is takenfor k > 0 and Ak(p; q; a, fl) is given by (3.6).
Theorem3.9. If P E 9n, d and q E 7n,e, then Ilpqj > IjpIjI
Ijjqj,with equality if
and only if Ak(p, q; ac, f,) = O for all a E J(n, d - k) and ,BE J(n, e - k)

withk > 1.
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Proof. By taking the terms for k = 0 in (3.8), we obtain the inequality
ljpqI12> d!e! E

c(a)c(f3)IAo(p, q; a, fl)12

E

aEJ>(d)flEJ(e)

(3.10)
=d!e!

E
E
aEJ(d) f#E>(e)

c(a)c(/3)Ia(p; a)121a(q; fl)12 = 11p11211q112.

Since each c(i) is positive, the remarkon equality is immediate.
We turn our attention to A1 . Suppose f E

nt

.

Let el,

...

Ol

, en denote the

usual unit vectors, and for ,u E 5J(n, t - 1), let
(3.11)
Af ;, = (a(f ; ,u+el), ... , a(f ; +en)) E Cn.
Since c(y) = 1 for y E .J(n, 1) = {e1}, we may rewrite A1 (cf. (3.6)) more
succinctly in terms of the Cn inner product:
Aq;fl).

Al(p, q; a, 3)=(Ap;a,

(3.12)

Lemma 3.13. If f E 7n, t, then

Vf = t

c(#)Af , x".

E
puEJ(t- 1)

Proof. It sufficesby symmetry to compute af/lxi
f(x) =

for

c(l)a(f; l)x':

E

1EJ(t)

01f =

(3.14)

lic(l)a(f;

1)Xl-ei.

We rewrite this sum by letting u = l - el e Y(n, t - 1). Note that if - el
Jf(n, t - 1) then 11= 0 and the term does not occur in the sum. Note also
that l1c(l) = (,u1+ 1)c(/u + el) = tc(u). Thus, (3.14) becomes
(3.15)

'

tc(,u)a(f; ,u+ el)x'.

t

ax,

Ol

IEJ--(t- 1)

Theorem 3.16. If p E Fn,d and q E 7n,e and AI(p, q; a, fi) = 0 for all
a E .J(n, d - 1) and /t E .J(n, e - 1), then p and q are unitarily disjoint.
Proof. For f E Y7,t, let Af = span{Af;,: jUE >J(t - 1)}. By hypothesis,
(3.11), and (3.12), (Ap;a, Aq;fl) = 0 for all (a, ,l), and we may extend, if
necessary, Ap c A and Aq C B into an orthogonal decomposition of Cn . It
follows by Lemma 3.1 that p and q are unitarily disjoint. O
Proof of the main theorem. Combine Theorems 3.2, 3.9, and 3.16.

0

4. THE PROOF OF FORMULA 3.7

It seems likely that any proofs of this formula will be combinatorial, not
conceptual. We discovered it by a careful counting of the terms that arise after
all the shuffles in Theorem 1.B.2 of [1] but give a new proof here.
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We compute IlpqII2= pq(D)pq for p E in,
p(x)q(x) =

(4.1)

E

E

iE9(d)

jEY(e)

d

Since

and q E gn,e

c(i)c(j)a(p; i)a(q; j)x'+',

by definition, we have

,Z

=
IIpqII2

(4.2)

, E , C(i, i', j, j')a(p; i)a(q; j)a(p; i')a(q; jl),
j, j'E9(e)

i, i E9(d)

where

,j') = c(i)c(i')c(j)c(j')D'+jx"+j.
As in (2.8), C(i, j, i', j') = O if i + j f i + j and
C(i,

(4.3)

(4.4)

C(i, j, i,

i,

) = c(i)c(i')c(J)c(j')

if i + j=i

JJ(lr!),

+

'=

1.

r

Observe that for a E J(d - k) and ,BE J(e - k),
IAk(p, q; a, f3)12
2

c(y)a(p; a + y)a(q; 3 + Y)

(4.5)
YEJ(k)

=

,

c(y)c(6)a(p; a + y)a(q; 3? + y)a(p;a + 6)a(q;3

+ ).

Y, 6EJ(k)

Thus, a typical term on the right-handside of (3.8) is
(4.6)
d!e!
(k)c(a)c(I3)c(y)c(6)a(P; a + y)a(q; /3 + y)a(p; a + 6)a(q; 3 + ().

(k)

A comparison with (4.2) shows that upon writing
(4.7)

i=ax+y,

every term in (4.6) satisfies i + i = i' + j'

(4.8)

j'=,B/ +y,

i' =a+(,

j=fl +,

1 (say). Let

=

Zd!e! (k) () c(a)c(fl)c(y)c(6)

D(i, j, i', j')

where the sum is taken over all (a, ,B, y, () satisfying (4.7). Comparing
(4.4) and (4.8), we see that Formula 3.7 is established if we can show that
C(i,j, i', j') = D(i, j, i', j') whenever i + j = i' + j'. We do this combinatorially.
Let s, t, u, v each denote n-tuples, and define
d+e

F(s, t, u, v)=

(Z(Sr

+ Vr))

+ tr)(Ur

d+e

(4.9)

(ZSrUr

+ Z

=

SrVr +

r

r
EE

i,i' EJ(d)

E

trUr +

E

j, j'I EJ'(e)

r

Z

,

trVr)

r

E(i, i' j, j'tiui,

Vi.
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We compute E(i, i', j, j') by two applications of the multinomial theorem.
First,

(4.10)

F(s, t, u, v)

=

{(Sr + tr)(Ur + Vr)}r

C(A)
r

AEJ(d+e)

' occurs for A = i + j
Thus, E(i, i', j, j') is the coefficient of sitjuivj' in
The term in (4.10) that contains sitiuiv

(4.11)

c(l)

J7(Sr
r

=

i' + j'

=

1.

+ tr)lr(Ur + Vr)lr;

namely,
(d + e)! Hrlr!

(4.12)

rlr!
, = (d? e)!H 1'r C(i)CU)C(i')C(i
Hrir! Hr1rir!Ir!Hr
r1!j1! (d!) 2(e!)2 rcicIci)(
= (d + e)!(d!)-2(e!)-2C(i,

i', j, j').

We may also expand F(s, t, u, v) as a quadrinomial:

c(a)

F(s, t, u,v)=
aEJf(d+e,4)

(4.13)

X

(SrUr)

(SrVr)

r

r

trUr

trvr)

(z

r

.~~~~~~~~~~
The term si ti u i occurs in (4.13) for those a with a, + a2 = a, + a3 = d and
for 0<k<min(d,e).
a2+a4=a3+a4=e;thus,
a=(d-k,k,k,e-k)
Therefore the coefficient of sitjui"vj in (4.13) is
(4.14)

E

c(o)c(a)c(y)c(6)c(fi),

a, fi , y,

where the sum is over those a E >J(n, d -k), f E >J(n, e-k), y E J(n, k),
and 3 e J(n, k), any k, satisfying(4.7). Since c(a) = (d)() (d+e), (4.8)
implies that
(4.15)

E(i, j, i', j') = (d + e)!(d!)-2(e!)-2C(i,

i', j, I').

Comparisonwith (4.12) shows that C(i, i', j, I') = D(i, j, i', j'), and we are
done.
AND OPENQUESTIONS
5. FINALREMARKS

For a fixed form f, consider the ratio Lf(p) = IIfpIV2/(IIf
V2) as p
1I2Ip
ranges over ,d d Since Lf(Ap) = Lf(p), we may restrict our attention to p
= 1, hence the following quantities are well defined:
with IIPII
(5.1)(i)
(5. 1) (ii)

Mn, d(f) =max{Lf(p):p
mn, d (f)

=

EJn,d},

min{Lf (p): P E gn, d}

If n is largerthan the dimension of the span of Vf, then mn d(f) = 1, and
Lf (p) = 1 only if p and f involve unitarily disjoint variables. In any case,
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The computation of M, d (f ) and M, d (f ) appear to be complicated in
general. We discuss some simpler special cases. Suppose f(x) = X E -n,t
where 11> 12 ?>* * > In. If p(x) = ZiEJ(d) c(i)a(p; i)x E n,d then

11EiE_(d)
5.f3P)
(53EiE)Zi(d)
EiEZJ(d)

i)Xi+1112

C(i)a(p;

c(i)a(p;

lIX111211
EiEg(d)

i)xiII2

{Hr(ir + lr)!} C(i)21a(p; i)12
{Hr lr!} {Hr(ir!)} c(i)21a(p; i)12-

It is clear from (5.3) that Mn ,d (f ) and Mn ,d (f
imum and minimum values of the quantity
(5.4)

R(i,

7

1)

(i,+lr)!

-

)

are, respectively,the max-

(1 +

{fi

i)}

=

r=1IrI

as i ranges over >J(n, d). It is not hard to prove that R(i, 1) achieves its
minimum (ln +d) at i = (0, 0, ..., d), for p(x) = xd . In particular,if ln = 0
then Mn, d(f ) = 1, as one would expect, since f does not involve xn. The
behavior of the maximum of R(i, 1) is more delicate; it is achieved by taking
the d largestnumbersof the form 1+Ir/k . Roughlyspeaking,this means taking
i as close to (d/m)l as is possible in >J(n, d). We obtain the asymptotic
estimate Mn,d(f)
by Stirling's formula. (Here, e 2.718
C.(ed/m+o(1))d
is Euler's constant, not a degree.)
If f E ,2 then after a unitary change of variables, we may assume that
f(xI, x2) = ){(cos a)x 2 - (sin a)X2} := )gf(X) . We can show in this case that
M2,2(f,) and M2,2(fe) are the two roots of the quadratic
(5.5)

@,>(t)= t2 - 7t + 6(1 + sin2 2a).

This can be checked against the previous paragraph. If 1 = (2, 0) then xi
fo, and the roots of (Do are 1 and 6. It is easy to check that R(i, 1)
equals 1 for i = (0, 2) and 6 for i = (2, 0). If 1 = (1, 1) then xi = xx2,
which is unitarily equivalent to f,1/; the roots of cD,/4 are 3 and 4. We see
from (5.4) that R(i, 1) = 3 for i = (2, 0) or (0, 2) and R(l, 1) = 4. One
might expect that, just as Lf(p) = Mn,d(f ) when f and p involve disjoint
variables, then Lf(p) = Mn,d(f ) when f and p use variables in as "similar"
a way as possible. The evidence given above stronglysuggeststhat p should be
as close to a power of f as possible; in particular,if m = d then p should
be f . This evidence is misleading: we can show that Lfa(fe)= M2,2(fa) only
when a = k7r/4.
This discussion raises some obvious questions. What are the ranges of
) and mn, d (f ) as f runs over 7n,e? Clearly, the minimum value
Mn,d(f
-

X2 =

) iS
=
of Mn, d(f)
1; it is not hard to show that the maximum of Mn,,d(f
) is also unknown.
see (5.10) below. The range of Mn,d(f )/Mn,d(f
(de+e),

We close this paper with two applications of the formula. Suppose
d

(5.6)

p(x, y)

=

fJ{(cos
k=I

ak)X-

(sin

ak)Y}

E

2,d
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is a real binary form. Then a naturalgeneralizationof Leibniz's rule to the dth
derivative of a product of d terms, whose exact statement and proof we omit,

givesa closedform for lipII2

d

(5.7)

i12 = p(D)p =
IlP

Z 17CS((k

-C(k))

a k=1

where the sum in (5.7) is taken over all permutations a of { 1, ... , d}. In
particular,the sum in (5.7) is always pQsitive.
Finally, it is easy to compute 1l(a.)d12 from (2.6) and (2.9):
(5.8)

11(e.)d 112= d![(a .)d,

= d!(a, a)d.

(at )d]

This begs the natural question. If p = (a_) d and q = (/.)e, how does llpql
depend on a and , ? There is a satisfying geometric answer.
Corollary5.9. If p = (C.)d, q = (4.)e, and T = (C, 4)/(I1C11
*
(5.10)

IIPqll =

liqll

(E

(k)

then

)

(k)kIT

Proof. Since a(p; i) = Ci and a(q; j) = Xi, the multinomial theorem implies
(5.11)

Ak(p, q; a, I)

=

E

c(y)a(p; a+y)a(q; / +y) = CaXg'

4)k

YEJ'(k)

and so by Formula 3.7,
(5.12)

llpqj12 = d!e!E

(kd) (e)

(,,

Z

<)kI2

k

aEJ'(d-k)

S

C(a)C(f)gaKflI2.

flEJ(e-k)

Another application of the multinomial theorem shows that the inner sum in
(5.12) is 1CI2(d-k)I-I2(e-k) = (g, C)d-k(4, 4)e-k. Therefore,
(5.13)

2 d!e!
lpqII1
5: (d) (e) I((

)12k(, 5)d-k(4

)e-k

An appeal to (5.8) completes the proof. El
This corollary can also be proved by restrictingwithout loss of generality to
Theorem 2.12 with M chosen so that poM = x,
=1,applying
(C,5) =
,
and then using the definition of the inner product.
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